Vision Plan Comparison

Your Buy-Up
UnitedHealthcare Vision

A stand-alone vision offering that includes the richest member benefit available through UnitedHealthcare. You will receive a comprehensive eye examination, as well as eyeglasses (lenses and frame), or contact lenses, after applicable copays.

This plan gives you benefits for both exam and materials, with the lowest potential out of pocket expense.

Finding a provider is easy with our online provider locator – just log in to www.myuhcvision.com. You may also contact our 24-hour, toll-free Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system at 1.800.839.3242 to locate the nearest provider.

When scheduling your appointment, simply let the provider know that you are a UnitedHealthcare Vision member – there are no ID cards to worry about.

You will then receive a complete eye examination and if prescription eyewear is necessary, you have a generous materials benefit for either eye-glasses or contacts.

UnitedHealthcare Standard Vision Rider
Included in your Medical Plan

An exam only vision benefit that is embedded in all George Washington University UnitedHealthcare medical plans that offer a complete eye exam at a copay and discounts on materials such as glasses and contacts.

This plan may result in higher out-of-pocket expense because coverage for materials is not included.

To check eligibility and locate the nearest participating provider, simply log in to www.uhcvision.com.

When scheduling your appointment, let the provider know that you are a member in the UnitedHealthcare Standard Vision Rider.

Show your UnitedHealthcare medical ID card to receive services at participating providers.

You will receive a complete eye examination covered at a copay, and if prescription eyewear is necessary, you can take advantage of preferred pricing on frames, lenses and contact lenses.

For any additional information about these offerings, call us directly at 800.638.3120

UnitedHealthcare Vision coverage provided by or through UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company or its affiliates. Administrative services provided by Spectera, Inc., United HealthCare Services, Inc. or their affiliates.